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In rapidly growing business environments where new devices and licenses are continually needed, and employee 
numbers are constantly on the rise, it can be challenging to keep track. However, precise IT documentation and 
inventory management are essential to ensure smooth operations. This is where Managed Inventory comes into 
play – an innovative solution that significantly reduces administrative efforts, allowing you to focus on your core 
tasks. Discover how Managed Inventory enhances efficiency, transparency, and control over your IT infrastructure, 
leading to improved performance and cost optimization.

Why You Need Managed Inventory:

• Are you taking too long to complete a comprehen-
sive hardware inventory?  We digitize and automa-
te up to 80% of hardware inventory, allowing us to 
conduct a full IT inventory within a few days.

• You want to rely on very high data quality? With 
our Managed Inventory, you minimize the risk 
of inaccurate data and incorrect conclusions. 
Automatically captured assets are precisely 
documented, with unrecorded assets being the 
only uncertainty. Depend on reliable data for well-
informed decisions.

• Do you want automatic IT documentation without 
much effort? Without Managed Inventory, creating a 
professional and comprehensive IT documentation is a 
full-time job. With our Managed Inventory, you can save 
yourself this effort and receive reports automatically.

• Do you need a foundation for IT security concepts?  
We regularly generate audited reports. These au-
dited reports ensure that due diligence has been 
performed. Responsible authorities can thus, for 
example, verify that all production systems are up-
to-date with the latest security patches.

Managed Inventory
Maximum Control Over Your IT Resources
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• Do you need automatic documentation for 
decentralized locations and clients? Many companies 
have small, decentralized locations where it‘s not 
cost-effective to employ their own IT teams. However, 
managing hardware and services outside of your 
own network can be challenging. With Managed 
Inventory, we provide you with comprehensive 
IT documentation of your entire IT infrastructure. 
By entrusting the responsibility for documenting 
decentralized IT systems to your IT department at 
the main location, you enable them to save time by 
avoiding travel or irregular remote sessions.

All services are hosted in our own company cloud 
in Germany, in compliance with GDPR guidelines. 
However, if you prefer to have full control, no problem 
– you can also purchase full licenses from us. We are 
also happy to assist you with the initial setup as part 
of a one-time project if needed.

Ready for maximum control and efficiency in your 
IT infrastructure? Discover the benefits of Managed 
Inventory and optimize your resources today. Enhance 
data quality, simplify documentation, and stay on top 
of licenses and security. Learn more about our report 
packages and embark on your journey towards a 
connected and efficient IT. Contact us for a tailored 
solution!

Our Report Packages at a Glance:

The Basic Package includes:
Windows Systems, Linux Systems, macOS Systems, SNMP Devices, IPv4 Overview, HP Unix Systems,
Infrastructure Overview, and System Overview 

The Professional Package includes: 
All reports from the Basic Package and additionally:
Active Directory, Windows DNS, Windows DHCP, VMware Systems, Hyper-V Systems, Citrix Hypervisor,
Dell EMC Isilon, IGEL Thin Clients, Veeam Backup & Replication, Veritas Backup Exec, Microsoft SQL Server
/ SQL Server Express, Oracle Database  

The Premium Package includes:
All reports from the Professional Package and additionally:
Azure Services, Microsoft 365, AWS Services, Exchange Online, Exchange On Premise, SharePoint, IIS, DFS,
CIFS, Software with version status, Windows Systems update status, Permission analysis reports, GDPR 
reports, Network plan, Topology plan, Routing plan, WLAN plan


